
Prophet sets Class apart
Key Features
– Sales order management 
   (Retail, Wholesale etc)
– Purchase order management
– Customer/Vendor contract management
– Customer price list management
– Real time inventory management
– Each, carton, weight and pallet level inventory
– Integrated warehouse management
– Vehicle dispatch management
– Integrated packhouse management
– Powerful planning of forecast matched 
   supply and demand (MRP)
– Powerful packing and processing 
   planning (MRP)
– Powerful consignment/lot accounting
– Account sale/fi rm price agreed 
   after sale deals
– Settlement liquidations and revenue 
   and cost pooling
– Powerful grower pool/levy/commission/  
   charge recoveries
– Grower returns by original product units 
   after packing
– Fast and reliable customer/grower/product  
   profi tability reporting
– Integrated Receivables, Payables 
   and General Ledger
– Quality assurance management
– Real time hand held devices for data capture 
   and instructions
– End to end traceability

Key Benefi ts
– Guarantee traceability
– Faster/cheaper/more reliable product 
   sourcing, handling and distribution
– Manage higher volumes without 
   increasing costs
– Lowers operating overheads
– Improve product quality
– Improve margins
– Increase competitiveness
– Gain long term market share

Technology
– Prophet Pr2 Client Applications
– Prophet Pr2 Mobile Hand Held Applications
– Prophet Pr2 Web Applications
– .Net Development
– XML Electronic Data Interchange
– Crystal Reports
– Microsoft SQL Server
– Microsoft Windows Server Family

CPG boasts the largest portfolio of fresh produce in the Baltimore/
Washington area, but if it can be said to be a specialist, then it is in 
tomatoes (15% of the business), bananas (CPG is second largest banana 
ripener north of Florida) and it is also a go-to fi rm for a wide range of 
tropical produce.
      The bulk of the business was still fi rmly in the wholesale sector 
when CPG fi rst decided to automate its operational processes. Dave 
King, controller of CPG, was instrumental in establishing a relationship 
with Prophet in 1990 that has stood the test of time – and change. 
He recalls: “We were minimally automated as a company then and had 
reached the point where we needed to do something more. We looked 
at the software houses targeting the produce industry and found 
Prophet. I got in touch and visited a couple of their clients and the 
software had some pretty compelling arguments in its favor.”

“It was a good fi t with our business and, already at that stage 
we found the system to be advanced. Of course, we had come from 
virtually nothing and there was a fair amount of work to do. Phil Dawes 
spent a lot of time with us and within a year, we had also transitioned 
into using the main accounting functions of the software. There was 
a lot for us to get used to and Prophet supported us very well with 
regular upgrades and build transitions. For the fi rst few years, there 
was pretty much an upgrade every year and while we generally dealt 
with Phil in that period, we got to know a good core of solid people at 
Prophet, many of whom are still there today.

Outstanding vision 
“One of the things that stood out from day one about Prophet’s 
approach to its software was the notion that the software was going 
to keep moving forward. Initially, as an early customer, we had bought 
the software, but I liked the concept when Mark Peachey decided to 
introduce the annual license fee. It meant that we were buying into the 
developmental nature of the software, the commitment of the company 
to evolve with the industry and a company that had staff on board with 
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up a customer order. The order entry processor then looks out for any 
anomalies, deals with them and generates a delivery note. At that point 
the system records the order as delivered and updates receivables as 
‘awaiting payment’.
      The entire packing process is managed by Prophet software, which 
also ties all the data running through the business together seamlessly 
to run its accounts. “It works,” says King. “Everything we do is run 
through their software.”

Traceback 
There is a greater pressure for produce companies to show full 
traceback and we can comply with that a lot better with the real-time 
scanning we have here. I do think the industry is still trying to fi gure 
out where traceback fi ts into our needs though and the demands that 
country of origin legislation have put on us have been a huge distraction 
in the last few years. I think only when that is fi nally resolved will we see 
the traceback issue move forward again. 
       “The system can handle most things you throw at it – it requires 
effort on our part to ensure that we use it effectively and effi ciently, but 
it is very sophisticated software that works very well for the produce 
business,” King says.
      “I’ve preferred to implement things when we have been ready. That 
stage is normally when someone says – ‘why can’t the system do 
that?.’ Every time we have asked more of the system, it has been able 
to do what we wanted. I think the relative sophistication of the UK user 
base that Prophet serves has thrown up many of the issues before we 
get to them and when we have a problem, the software has normally 
skinned that cat.”
      While King admits changing its system would be a bigger decision 
now than it was two decades ago, CPG does not blindly follow one 
path. “We had a major evaluation seven years ago and looked at all the 
software on the market,” he says. “There were still several areas where 
other software houses lacked the sophistication and vision that Prophet 
gives us. I am absolutely convinced that this software is totally suitable 
for operators in the produce industry.
      “Even while we ourselves might not be moving forward that rapidly 
technologically , we can have confi dence that Prophet is doing what’s 
necessary to develop the next generation of its software. We also know, 
because we pay the annual license, that when that next generation is 
ready, we will benefi t. I’m not aware of any other software house that 
looks at the process like that.”

the vision to develop their product, rather than follow the usual trend 
of bastardizing the system for each new client. With Prophet, I feel we 
have been and still are part of a process.
      “What they have done is very systematic and I think now that they 
have an offi ce in the US, it will be even better. Time zone issues have 
never been a problem for us; it has always worked well having a 24/7 
support service in the UK. Our business is at its busiest between the 
hours of midnight and 4am and we know that if we encounter a problem 
during these peak hours, we have the best programmers available to 
deal with it in the UK almost immediately. 
      “The California offi ce coming on stream will cover even more 
operational hours for us. It is very diffi cult for any US software house to 
compete with that – we are not going to fi nd too many programmers 
sitting at their desks in the US at 2am and that’s a big advantage. The 
US in general is not that internationally minded, but I think talking to a 
knowledgeable programmer in the UK at 2am in the morning is much 
preferable to speaking to a call center or having to wait until the 
morning to solve a major problem.”

Functional environment
“We did not fully use the functionality of the software when we were in 
the market environment. But, having relocated six years ago, our new 
facility has evolved from the old market practices into primarily a delivery 
environment. Our customer base has consolidated and we are mainly 
serving regular customers who tell us the products and quality they 
expect, the value they want, when they want it and at what price. If we 
don’t get all of those things right, they will move elsewhere.”
      King says that any limits to what the company has tried to achieve 
with Prophet’s software have been self-imposed. “When someone calls 
and they want to buy, of course it helps to know what you have to sell. 
In the past, the salesman would have to go and look, remember what 
was coming in and also what had already been sold. When you stretch 
out that kind of knowledge over 300 lines, it can be tough and eventually 
our guys were asking ‘why can’t we have real-time inventory?’”. The 
answer has always been the same – “you can”. 
      Product arrives, usually in the afternoon or early evening, and it’s 
already in the system as ordered. Receivers will then evaluate what has 
arrived against the data in the system, examine the quality and enter 
any relevant information straight back into the system, which then generates 
scanning labels to go onto pallets. 
      The pallet labels are used by order pickers, who use their hand-
held scanners to check each pallet against the order list as they make 
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“One of the things that stood out from day 
one about Prophet’s approach to its software 
was the notion that the software was going 
to keep moving forward. Initially, as an early 
customer, we had bought the software, but I 
liked the concept when Mark Peachey decided 
to introduce the annual license fee. It meant 
that we were buying into the developmental 
nature of the software, the commitment of 
the company to evolve with the industry and 
a company that had staff on board with the 
vision to develop their product, rather than 
follow the usual trend of bastardizing the system 
for each new client. With Prophet, I feel we 
have been and still are part of a process.”                

David King Controller       
The Class Produce Group


